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Two for the price of one! Petite Pocket PoshÃ‚Â® Crosswords 1 & 2 is a wonderfully attractive

package of two small puzzle books, each with a different selection of puzzles with varying themes.

The Posh and Pocket PoshÃ‚Â® puzzles series have over 3 million copies in print since their

inception in May 2008.Petite Pocket Posh Crosswords 1 and 2 features a beautiful, chic,

complementary styled cover, making it a smart, sophisticated, and giftable accessory that goes with

anything. Packaged in a handy 3 1/2 x 5 1/2 size, Petite Pocket Posh Crosswords 1 and 2 fit nicely

into a purse, backpack, briefcase, or pocket. It's perfect for puzzlers looking for a quick and

engaging puzzle to complete and is a great way to exercise your mind--and look great while doing it!
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â€ƒThe Puzzle Society is the Web's premier source for challenging, professionally constructed

puzzles and games. Updated daily and boasting a gaming archive of more than 8,000 puzzles, The

Puzzle Society offers more than 70 nationally syndicated puzzles, including the Washington Post

Crossword, Los Angeles Times Crossword, Universal Crossword, Universal Jigsaw, and Daily

Jumble.

Wanted very small crossword books for travel by plane but ended up not taking because the

puzzles turned out to be very easy puzzles not just small in size. I would like to see small medium



difficulty collection books that I could take to do the puzzles and pitch when flying.

I bought these to keep on hand when I need a gift for someone quickly and don't have time to run to

the store. Everyone so far has enjoyed them, they are inexpensive, and easy to store for an extra

quick something for someone - visit to friend in hospital, someone drops in and you realize too late

its a special day for them, etc.

I've written about 5-6 reviews on these puzzles and its getting more difficult to come up with words

to describe how much I really like these puzzles Bottom line,I'm a believer, and want more.

I enjoyed the puzzles. However, I was disappointed to find there were only 25 in each book. I had

thought I was buying 75 puzzles divided into two books.

I have really liked other Pocket Posh Crosswords because they were enough of a challenge to

enjoy in one sitting, but not so easy that they were solved in a few minutes. I expected the same

from these. The Petite Pocket Posh puzzles are extremely simple, too simple.

This product arrived on time and was in good condition. The Posh Crossword books are useful

because they can be carried in pocket or purse and keep your interest because of the twist they

give in the clues. The books and company can be highly recommended !!! Millie

tiny but fun

These are so easy that I'm sending them to my Mom who has dementia. Not kidding. I guess they

would be good for teens, or new ESL students, etc.
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